MF 100 Series
Planter

MF 100 Economy Plus and High Specification Version
No-Till Mounted Planters (2, 3 & 4 Rows)
These robustly-built, three-point mounted planters are
designed for the smaller-to-medium sized farming
operations and are available in two or four row
configurations.

Row spacing is easily varied between 45 cm to 100 cm on
the two row and 45 cm to 91 cm on the three and four row
by sliding the individual row units along the frame to allow
all row configurations to be planted easily and accurately.

The two models meter the seed mechanically for
simplicity and both require just 45-82 hp (33-61 kW)
for effective operation. Drive for the seed and fertilizer
units is taken off the ground wheels.

The Economy Plus model has a more basic specification
for cost-conscious enterprises.

The large capacity seed (25 kg) and fertilizer (80 kg)
hoppers reduces downtime maximizing productivity
throughout the planting operation.

A wide walk-board with handrail and anti-slip floor
covering is an additional safety feature on the MF 100.

Both planters can handle a wide range of crops with
ease, including maize, soybeans, sunflower, sorghum,
beans, cotton, and other varieties.
Robust 375 mm (15”)Ø Trash Coulter ensures effective
performance even in the most demanding crop residues.
Working in front of the shear-bolt protected fertilizer tine
for accurate fertilizer placement.

Durable 350 mm double-disc seed openers with parallel
linkage and the rubber gauge wheels (cast-iron on the
Economy Plus) combine to provide accurate seed
placement and consistent depth.

The MF 100 Series planters also provide an ideal
platform for the grower who is contemplating trying
out the conservation planting practice for the first
time, prior to making a more progressive leap.

Specifications
Model

Rows

Row Spacing (cm)

Working Width(cm)

MF 104 Economy Plus

2

45 - 100

MF 104 Economy Plus

3

MF 104 High Specification
MF 104 High Specification

Capacity (Kg)
Seed

Fertiliser

135

50

160

45 - 91

160

75

240

2

45 - 100

135

50

160

3

45 - 91

160

75

240

MF 106 Economy Plus

4

45 - 91

300

100

320

MF 106 High Specification

4

45 - 91

300

100

320
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